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By Bill Denton

Dog Ear Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 224 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x
7.5in. x 0.5in.Throughout history, people of every culture on every continent believed dragons
walked the earth. Their likeness has been recreated in jewelry, carvings, sculptures, and paintings,
beginning with 25, 000-year-old cave drawings. Thousands of dusty documents penned by scholars,
explorers, and men of science give descriptive testimony of close encounters with miscreations they
called dragons. In modern times, they are portrayed as a product of humankinds imagination, and
ancient chronicles have been relegated to the status of legends and folklore. But are the chronicles
just stories, or are they true accounts of actual creatures-perhaps dinosaurs In 1988, Ivy Johnson
discovered a four-volume journal written during the mid-1700s by Samuel Crawford, a designated
historian on the Virginia frontier. Everything in the journal was drenched in truth, somewhat like a
ships logbook, except for one anomaly that Ivy couldnt justify: Crawford documented that a
pioneer family had been killed by a dragon. The story initiated Ivys theory that dragons were not
mythical creatures, but instead were the descendents of a handful of dinosaurs that simply forgot
to become extinct. Bill Denton is married, a proud father of two...
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ReviewsReviews

The book is great and fantastic. it had been writtern extremely perfectly and valuable. I am very happy to let you know that here is the finest pdf i have
read through within my own life and can be he very best book for actually.
-- Miss Rossie Fa y-- Miss Rossie Fa y

The best book i ever study. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this composed e ebook. I discovered this book from my dad and i advised
this pdf to discover.
-- Er nie Lebsa ck-- Er nie Lebsa ck
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